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Abstract—We present an analytical model for the IEEE 802.11 DCF in multihop wireless networks that considers hidden terminals

and accurately works for a large range of traffic loads. An energy model, which considers energy consumption due to collisions,

retransmissions, exponential backoff and freezing mechanisms, and overhearing of nodes, and the proposed IEEE 802.11 DCF

analytical model are used to analyze the energy consumption of various relaying strategies. The results show that the energy-efficient

relaying strategy depends significantly on the traffic load. Under light traffic, energy spent during idle mode dominates, making any

relaying strategy nearly optimal. Under moderate traffic, energy spent during idle and receive modes dominates and multihop

transmissions become more advantageous where the optimal hop number varies with processing power consumed at relay nodes.

Under very heavy traffic, where multihopping becomes unstable due to increased collisions, direct transmission becomes more energy

efficient. The choice of relaying strategy is observed to affect energy efficiency more for large and homogeneous networks where it is

beneficial to use multiple short hops each covering similar distances. The results indicate that a cross-layered relaying approach, which

dynamically changes the relaying strategy, can substantially save energy as the network traffic load changes in time.

Index Terms—IEEE 802.11 DCF, analytical model, energy-efficient relaying, multihop wireless networks, hidden terminal.
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1 INTRODUCTION

ONE of the greatest limitations of wireless multihop
networks is the finite energy resource of terminals. As

a result, energy-efficient routing protocol design for wire-
less multihop networks has been the focus of many research
efforts. Many minimum-energy routing protocols consider
solely the energy consumption at the amplifier due to
transmission, ignoring the energy consumed at the trans-
mitter and receiver circuitry for reception and processing,
favoring multihop paths [1], [2]. However signal processing
associated with packet transmission and reception con-
sumes nonnegligible energy [3]. It has been shown that
routing through multiple short hops is not always more
energy efficient than direct transmission when processing
power is also taken into account [4], [5], [6], [7].

Recent studies have shown that energy efficiency of
routing protocols is enhanced by cross layering, which
considers multiple protocol layers and allows exchange of
information among layers [8], [9], [10]. This paper extends
the studies investigating the effect of relaying on energy
efficiency using a cross-layered approach. The effects of
medium access control (MAC) contention on energy
efficiency are investigated to answer the following basic
question: “When should we use a single long hop or multiple short
hops for energy-efficient routing in wireless multihop networks?”
The goal of this study is to reveal when multihopping

becomes advantageous and to state guidelines for energy-
efficient routing considering MAC contention.

Under transmit power control, the energy consumed at
the physical (PHY) layer decreases when switching from
direct transmission to multihopping, which in turn de-
creases the number of contending stations within the
transmission range. A decreased number of contending
stations implies decreased number of collisions, retransmis-
sions, backoff, and freezing mechanisms at the MAC layer,
and less overhearing, which decrease the overall energy
consumption. On the other hand, multihopping requires
successful transmissions at all hops of the path and energy
is lost when packet is lost at some hop. The relaying
strategy used by the routing protocol at the network layer
has impacts on MAC parameters, affecting energy effi-
ciency. Thus, for energy-efficient selection of routes, the
behavior of MAC layer should be carefully contemplated.

The IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF)
is studied in this paper, since most commercial wireless
products are based on the IEEE 802.11 standard [11]. The
IEEE 802.11 DCF performance changes when switching
from local area networks to wireless multihop networks in
three major aspects: 1) paths are multihop whereas they are
single hop in local area networks, 2) traffic handled by each
node is the superposition of node’s own traffic and the relay
traffic, and 3) the behavior of each node depends also on
hidden nodes.

Various analytical models exist for IEEE 802.11 DCF
based single-hop networks, where the first model is intro-
duced for saturated networks with infinite retry count [12].
Further models have been developed under different
assumptions such as finite retry limit [13], unsaturated
traffic conditions [14], etc. On the other hand, there are few
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analytical models for multihop networks, which work under
either unsaturated [15] or saturated [16], [17], [18] traffic
conditions. Owing to the comparable complexity increase
when switching from single hop to multihop network
architecture, the existing models are based on simplified
assumptions. The hidden terminal problem is eliminated in
[15] by the assumption of RTS/CTS mode with busy tone,
whereas the analysis in [16] ignores the existence of hidden
terminals and assumes that each node is either relay or
source. The hidden terminal problem is included in the
analysis of IEEE 802.11 DCF in [17] and [18], where only
3-node and string topologies are considered, respectively.
An analytical DCF model, which considers hidden term-
inals and works for various traffic loads in various multihop
topologies, does not exist to the best of our knowledge.

Energy consumption of IEEE 802.11 DCF in single-hop
networks is analyzed in [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]. The binary
exponential backoff mechanism (BEB) is ignored in [19],
whereas BEB is approximated by a p-persistent model in
[20] for saturated traffic conditions. Analytical energy
models which consider the BEB and account for the IEEE
802.11 DCF protocol by encapsulating the carrier sensing,
collisions, and freezing mechanism in backoff are proposed
with infinite retry limit in [21] and finite retry limit in [22]
and [23] under saturated traffic conditions. Despite various
models for energy consumption in single-hop networks
[19], [20], [21], [22], [23], energy consumption in IEEE 802.11
DCF based wireless multi-hop networks has not been
analytically modeled so far.

The primary contribution of this study is an analytical
framework for the investigation of the energy efficiency of
relaying strategies in IEEE 802.11 DCF based wireless
multihop networks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study in multihop networks that includes the energy
consumption due to MAC operations such as collisions,
retransmissions, overhearing of nodes, BEB, and freezing
mechanisms. Owing to the fact that existing models are
inadequate for energy-efficiency analysis in multihop net-
works, an analytical model for IEEE 802.11 DCF for
multihop networks is introduced which:

. considers hidden terminals,

. provides fairly accurate results for large range of
traffic loads,

. works for any given two-dimensional topology,

. increases the accuracy and scalability of the analytical
model by joint use of fixed and variable slots, and

. allows each node to be both source and/or relay.

A semi-Markov chain (SMC) based model is proposed,
since SMC models are shown to predict the DCF behavior
better than discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) models
[12], [13]. The analytic results obtained via the IEEE 802.11
DCF and the energy model, supported by simulations,
show that the energy-efficient relaying strategy highly
depends on the traffic load. Under light traffic, energy
spent during idle mode is responsible for most of the energy
consumed, making any relaying strategy equivalently
optimal. Under moderate traffic, energy spent during idle
and receive modes dominates and multihop transmissions
become more advantageous. At heavy traffic, multihopping
becomes unstable due to increased packet collisions and

excessive traffic congestion, and direct transmission be-
comes more energy efficient and stable. It is also shown that
the processing power at relay nodes affects the optimal hop
number, but only for a specific range of traffic loads. The
major attributes of the proposed analytical IEEE 802.11 DCF
model for multihop networks are discussed in Section 2 and
the model is introduced in Section 3. A theoretical frame-
work to evaluate the energy consumption of IEEE 802.11
DCF is introduced in Section 4. Finally, analytical and
simulation results are presented in Section 5.

2 MAJOR ATTRIBUTES OF THE PROPOSED

ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR IEEE 802.11 DCF

Owing to the fact that the existing analytical models of IEEE
802.11 DCF systems are inadequate for an energy-efficiency
analysis in wireless multihop networks, an analytical model
for IEEE 802.11 DCF for wireless multihop networks is
developed in this paper. The major attributes of the proposed
DCF model together with the limitations and assumptions of
the previous DCF models are described in this section.

2.1 Joint Use of Fixed and Variable Slots

Most of the IEEE 802.11 DCF models are based on
discretizing time into variable length slots, where a slot is
either the constant SlotTime, or the variable time interval
between two consecutive backoff counter decrements [11].
A limitation stemming from variable slot length is
mentioned in [17] and it is shown that the error in finding
throughput for various PHY layer parameters grows for
smaller contention window sizes, larger packet sizes, and
lower data rates. On the other hand, using short fixed
length slots in the analysis increases the number of states of
the DTMC. In order to limit the number of states, the fixed
slot length analysis in [17] is based on constant contention
window (CCW) assumption, which hinders the dynamics of
the IEEE 802.11 DCF.

In this paper, a solution methodology different from the
literature is developed where a joint usage of fixed and
variable length slots is adapted. The SMC is developed and
solved based on variable slot notion, whereas MAC
parameters such as collision probability and network
allocation vector (NAV) setting probabilities are developed
based on fixed length slot notion. Variable length slot notion
ensures that the number of states of the SMC is kept
relatively small, so that BEB is included in the analysis,
reflecting the real dynamics of the IEEE 802.11 DCF. On the
other hand, the fixed-slot notion used in developing MAC
parameters ensures that our analysis is not prone to the
errors pointed out by Tsertou and Laurenson [17]. This way,
the weaknesses of variable slot length analysis are elimi-
nated, while keeping the SMC state size small enough to be
computationally efficient even with BEB.

2.2 From Channel State Probability toward NAV
Setting Probability

In studies modeling the IEEE 802.11 DCF in single-hop
networks, successful, collision, and idle channel perceived
by a node are represented by channel state probabilities.
However this representation is not appropriate for multihop
networks, because the channel state perceived by a node may
not be the actual state of the channel when hidden nodes
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exist. For example, two concurrent successful transmissions
in the channel of a node are perceived as a collision. Also, a
node perceives a successful channel if it successfully receives
an RTS or CTS frame that collides at the relevant receivers. In
[17], instead of distinguishing among channel states the
probability of freezing/not freezing the backoff counter is
used. But NAV duration takes only one value and leads to
insufficient accuracy in large multihop networks. We switch
from channel state probability notion to NAV setting
probability notion and discriminate between events that set
the NAV for long and short durations.

2.3 Large Range of Traffic Loads

The existing analytical models for IEEE 802.11 DCF for both
single-hop and multihop networks work under either
unsaturated [14], [15] or saturated [12], [13], [16], [17], [18]
traffic loads. In this paper, we develop an analytical model
for multihop networks that operates in any traffic load
ranging from light to heavy traffic conditions.

2.4 Any Given Topology and Traffic Pattern

Unlike previous studies that have focused on analyzing
IEEE 802.11 behavior by considering hidden terminals in
multihop networks under assumptions of specific network
(e.g., [17], [18]), the proposed model accurately works for
various network topologies and traffic patterns considered
in this study.

2.5 Not Only RTS Collisions

Existence of hidden terminals in multihop networks results
in collisions other than collision of RTS packets. An RTS or
CTS packet that is not received correctly by neighbors
inside the carrier sensing range may cause collision of other
types of frames. In the analysis carried out in this paper,
collisions of RTS, CTS, DATA, or ACK frames with each
other are also considered in the calculation of the
probability of collision.

3 IEEE 802.11 DCF MODEL FOR MULTIHOP

AD HOC NETWORKS

Basics of the proposed IEEE 802.11 DCF model is
introduced in this section after an overview of assumptions.
Geometry related notations, calculation of the state resi-
dence times, NAV setting probabilities and collision
probability are described next. A list of notations used in
this paper is given in Table 1.

3.1 Assumptions

Several simplifying assumptions also made by several
previous studies [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18] are
adapted in order to provide an analytically tractable
solution to the problem:

1. disc radio model,
2. Poisson offered traffic,
3. bit error-free channel, and
4. stationary nodes.

No assumption is imposed neither on the topology nor on
the traffic pattern. In order to be able to compare the energy
efficiency of relaying strategies, a comparison is conducted

using the same topology and traffic pattern where all nodes
in the network are assumed to adapt the same routing
strategy: each generated packet traverses a path of h hops.
Thus, source-destination pairs are selected so that a
reasonable h-hop path exists. Nodes are assumed to
conduct power control with infinitely variable levels and
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transmit with the minimum required power to reach the
next hop. The transmission range is assumed to be equal to
the carrier sensing range and the interference range.

Each node is assumed to use the IEEE 802.11 DCF in
conjunction with the RTS/CTS exchange as the MAC
protocol. Although the RTS/CTS handshake mechanism
introduces an overhead, it is shown to improve IEEE 802.11
performance in multihop wireless networks when hidden
nodes are present [24]. In case of a collision, packets are
retransmitted according to BEB until the maximum retry
count (M) is reached. At each transmission attempt,
regardless of the number of retransmissions, each packet
collides with a conditional probability p, conditioned on the
fact that the particular node is attempting a transmission.
Packets are dropped after M unsuccessful retries with
probability pM or due to overflow of the finite sized interface
queue (IFQ) with probability PifqðiÞ at node i for 1 � i � N ,
where N is the total number of nodes in the wireless
network. In our model, a single value is used for p which
corresponds to the average conditional collision probability
taken over all links, whereasPifqðiÞ is different for each node.

3.2 Basics of IEEE 802.11 DCF Model

The IEEE 802.11 DCF behavior of a node is modeled by the
SMC given in Fig. 1, which captures both the transmit and
the receive states of the node. The state diagram is Markov
since the future state of the node given the present state is
independent of the past state; and it is semi-Markov due to

state dependent residence times [25]. The SMC is two-
dimensional, where the first dimension is the backoff stage
and the second is the backoff counter value. Backoff states
of the SMC are represented by the notation ðb; kÞ, where b is
the backoff stage and k is the backoff counter value. The
maximum backoff stage is limited by M and the maximum
counter value is limited by B. The maximum backoff
counter value at stage b is Wb where,

Wb ¼
W0; b ¼ 00;
2bW0; 0 � b < B;
2BW0; B � b < M:

8<
: ð1Þ

b ¼ 00 corresponds to the backoff stage when the IFQ is
empty. The backoff states at which the backoff counter is
frozen are represented by ðb; kÞS and ðb; kÞC , for k 6¼ 0,
where NAV is set for a long and short duration,
respectively. The states of the SMC are grouped in five
categories according to state residence times as follows:

1. Idle states. The IDLE state where the node is idle
waiting in unsaturated region and the backoff states
ðb; kÞ, for b 2 f00; ½0;MÞg and k 2 ½1;WbÞ, are called as
idle states. The state residence time of idle states is
denoted by �, which is also equal to a SlotTime.

2. Transmit success states. These are the states ðb; 0ÞS
for b 2 f00; ½0;MÞg with state residence time Tts,
where a successful transmission occurs.

3. Transmit collision states. These are the states ðb; 0ÞC
for b 2 f00; ½0;MÞg with state residence time Ttc,
where a collision occurs.

4. Receive success states. These are the states IDLES

and ðb; kÞS for b 2 f00; ½0;MÞg and k 2 ½1;WbÞ with
state residence time Trs, where the NAV is set and
the backoff counter is frozen for at least one DATA
reception duration.

5. Receive collision states. These are the states IDLEC

and ðb; kÞC for b 2 f00; ½0;MÞg and k 2 ½1;WbÞ with
residence time Trc, where NAV is set and contains no
DATA reception.

The steady state probabilities of being in idle, transmit
success, transmit collision, receive success, and receive
collision state categories are represented by �idle, �ts; �tc; �rs,
and �rc, respectively, and are calculated by summing up the
steady state probabilities of all the states in the correspond-
ing category. The reader is referred to [26] for a detailed
description of states and state transition probabilities of the
SMC given in Fig. 1.
Te is the average time spent during the backoff stages

ð00; kÞ for k 2 ½1;W0Þ and is calculated by Te ¼ W0 ��
2 , where ��

is the average NAV duration given by

�� ¼ PsuccðTrs þ �Þ þ PcollðTrc þ �Þ þ Pidle�: ð2Þ

The channel state probability notion introduced in
analytical modeling of DCF for single-hop networks is
transformed here into NAV setting probability notion for
multihop networks due to existence of hidden terminals. The
decision on setting NAV is given at certain instants of time as
shown in Fig. 2, corresponding to time instants when the
node does carrier sensing and the NAV is zero. Thus NAV
setting probabilities are conditioned on the fact that the node
does carrier sensing with zero NAV. Three NAV setting
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probabilities are defined: 1) Pidle is the probability that NAV
is not set, 2) Psucc is the probability that NAV is set for a long
duration that contains at least one DATA reception, and
3) Pcoll is the probability that NAV is set for a short duration
that does not contain any DATA reception.

The probability of transmission, � , introduced in [12], is
calculated by the summation of steady state probabilities of
the transmit success and the transmit collision states of
DTMC given in Fig. 1. Note that, the summation of the steady
state probabilities of the transmit states of the DTMC gives
the probability of transmission whereas the same summation
for the SMC gives the probability that a node is transmitting.

The conditional collision probability p is different for each
link, since the links in the network are not homogeneous.
This leads to a computationally untractable analytical model,
where each link should be modeled by a separate SMC and
SMC’s as many as links is to be solved in parallel at each
round of fixed point iterations. In order to simplify the
analysis, an average p is found which is averaged over all
links weighted by the traffic carried over each link. Extensive
simulations conducted with various topologies and traffic
patterns, excluded in this paper due to space limitation,
demonstrate that finding an average p in the analysis results
with reasonable errors while maintaining tractable compu-
tations for regular topologies, whereas the error increases
with the irregularity of the topology and traffic pattern.

The packet arrivals to IFQ at a node follow the Poisson
process with average rate �t. Packets are served using the
first in first out discipline by a single server. The service
time is a nonnegative random variable denoted by random
variable TS , which has a discrete probability of PrðTS ¼
tsðiÞÞ for TS being tsðiÞ, expressed as

PrfTS ¼ tsðiÞg ¼
ð1� pÞpi; if 0 � i < M;

pM; if i ¼M;

�

tsðiÞ ¼
Tts þ iTtc þ

Xiþ1

j

Wj
��

2
; if 0 � i < M;

MTtc þ
XM
j

Wj
��

2
; if i ¼M:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð3Þ

Thus, IFQ can be modeled as an M/G/1/K queue where K
represents the maximum number of packets in the queue,
and can be solved by the techniques in [27]. Pifq
corresponds to the steady-state probability of K packets in
the queuing system, whereas q corresponds to the prob-
ability that the node’s buffer is empty after the node finishes
processing a packet in backoff [26].

Between each node pair ði; jÞ in the network there is a
Poisson traffic with rate �oði; jÞ. The total traffic at node i is
given by �tðiÞ ¼ �oðiÞ þ �rðiÞ, where �oðiÞ ¼

P
j �oði; jÞ and

�rðiÞ is the total relay traffic. Let Pkl be the sequence of
nodes traversed by the path between nodes k and l. For
i 2 Pkl, define the set Qkli as the set of nodes on path Pkl that
precede node i. �rðiÞ is calculated by summing up all the
relay traffic crossing node i:

�rðiÞ ¼
X

k;l6¼i:i2Pkl
�oðk; lÞð1� pMÞjQklij

Y
j2Qkli

ð1� PifqðjÞÞ: ð4Þ

The relay traffic is not Poisson because of packet drops at
the IFQ and at the intermediate nodes due to the retry limit.
In order to simplify the analysis, we assume that the relay
traffic is Poisson and hence the overall traffic arriving at a
node is Poisson with rate �tðiÞ. The probability of receiving
no packets and receiving one or more packets in a duration
of t is denoted by P 0ðtÞ and P 1ðtÞ, respectively.

The analytic model is solved through fixed point
iterations, since no closed form solution exists. The
convergence of the fixed point iterations is not investigated
and left as a future work, but for all the scenarios that we
studied, the fixed point iterations always converged.

3.3 Geometry Related Notations

The carrier sensing region of a transmitter tx is denoted by
Stx. A fixed number of n nodes are assumed to be within
this carrier sensing region of each node. For a transmission
from tx to a receiver rx, the part of a receiver carrier sensing
region which is not exposed to the transmitter carrier is
called the receiver exclusive region [15], and is denoted by
Srxexc (Fig. 3a). The average number of nodes inside Srxexc is
denoted by Nrxexc. The intersection area of carrier sensing
regions of tx and rx is denoted by Srxint. The average
number of nodes inside Srxint, including tx and rx, is
denoted by Nrxint. Although the variables n, Nrxexc, and
Nrxint are different for each tx� rx pair for an arbitrary
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Fig. 2. Illustration of time instants at which NAV setting probabilities
Pidle; Psucc, and Pcoll are calculated.

Fig. 3. Illustration of carrier sensing regions (a) Srxexc and Srxint, (b) Stx!iexc

and Stx!iint , (c) StxSrxint and SintSrxint formed by nodes tx; rx and
i 2 Srxint � ftxg, and (d) StxSrxexc, SrxSrxexc, SintSrxexc, and SexcSrxexc
formed by nodes tx; rx, and j 2 Srxexc.



topology, average values obtained via a traffic weighted
averaging operation over all links in the network are used.

The part of the carrier sensing region of any node i 2 Stx,
which is not exposed to the transmitter carrier is denoted by
Stx!iexc (Fig. 3b), whereas the intersection area of carrier
sensing regions of tx and node i 2 Stx is denoted by Stx!iint .
The number of possible intended receivers of a node j that are
inside the region Si!jexc is denoted by ntxi!jexc . StxSrxint and
SintSrxint are the regions formed by borders of carrier sensing
regions of nodes tx, rx, and i 2 Srxint � ftxg (Fig. 3c), whereas
StxSrxexc, SrxSrxexc, SintSrxexc, and SexcSrxexc are the regions
determined by the borders of carrier sensing regions of nodes
tx, rx, and j 2 Srxexc (Fig. 3d). The ratio of number of nodes
inside regions StxSrxint, SintSrxint, StxSrxexc, SrxSrxexc, SintSrxexc,
and SexcSrxexc to n are represented by RtxSrxint, RintSrxint,
RtxSrxexc, RrxSrxexc, RintSrxexc, and RexcSrxexc, respectively.

3.4 State Residence Times

The residence times of a node in transmit states are

Tts ¼ TRTS þ TCTS þ TDATA þ TACK þ 3SIFS þDIFS;
Ttc ¼ TRTS þ CTStimeoutþDIFS;

where TRTS , TCTS , TDATA, and TACK correspond to transmis-
sion times of RTS, CTS, DATA, and ACK packets,
respectively, and CTStimeout is the CTS timeout duration
[11]. Tts cannot be extended by transmissions of neighbor
nodes in range, since no node is allowed to send anything
until the end of the reception of ACK plus a carrier sensing
duration of DIFS. Likewise, Ttc cannot be extended by
neighbor transmissions, since the the source node of
collision is not allowed to receive anything during CTSTi-
meout. Note that DATA collisions are neglected in the
calculation of Ttc.

In case the node receives a successful or collided DATA
destined for itself or the NAV is set by one DATA reception,
the receive success state residence time is equal to Tts. We
neglect the time difference of TRTS þ SIFS in case the node
is the receiver of a successful transmission or the NAV is set
by a CTS frame. Assuming that at most two DATA
receptions may overlap under heavy traffic with probability
1� q, Trs is calculated as Trs ¼ Tts þ ð1� qÞTts=2.

In case the node is the receiver of a collision, NAV is set
by Trc. Assuming at most two collision overlaps, Trc is
calculated as Trc ¼ 1:5RTS þ EIFS þ ð1� qÞEIFS=2. The
collision of DATA packet when the node is the intended
receiver is neglected in the calculation of Trc, so that a
collision is extended by half RTS duration on the average.
After each collision, the station waits for EIFS before taking
an action and NAV is extended by an average amount of
EIFS

2 with probability ð1� qÞ. Note that, collision of control
frames is included in calculation of Trc, whereas collision
with a DATA frame is included in calculation of Trs.

3.5 Calculation of NAV Setting Probabilities

Node txdoes not set its NAV during a fixed time slot of length
�, if the n� 1 nodes inside Stx do not start a transmission.
Since the analysis is transmission based rather than packet
based, by start of a transmission, we allude the first �portion of
an RTS packet of a successful transmission or collision, and
the first � portion of a CTS response of a successful reception.

Denoting the probability of starting a successful transmission
(collision), i.e., start sending the RTS of a successful
transmission or CTS response to a node i 2 Stx!iexc (i.e., start
sending RTS of a collision), as �s (�c), and assuming that the
probability of not starting a transmission, 1� �s � �c, is same
and independent for each of the n� 1 nodes, Pidle, is in the
product form and it is expressed as follows:

Pidle ¼ ð1� �s � �cÞn�1:

�s and �c are obtained by dividing the steady state
probabilities of the states at which a successful transmission
and a collision is started, respectively, by �NAVallowed, which is
the sum of the steady state probabilities of allowed states at
the instants of time where node tx is carrier sensing with
zero NAV. The derivation given in Appendix A is based on
the fixed length slot notion, so that the states of the SMC are
divided into states of residence times of �. Hence �s and �c
are given by

�s ¼
1

�NAVallowed

�ts
�

Tts
þK1�rs

�

Tts

� �
;

�c ¼
1

�NAVallowed

�tc
�

Ttc
;

�NAVallowed ¼ 1� �ts
Tts � �
Tts

� �tc
Ttc � �
Ttc

�K1�rs
Tts � TRTS � SIFS � �

Tts

� ð1�RexcÞ �rs
Trs � �
Trs

þ �rc
Trc � �
Trc

� �
;

ð5Þ

where K1, averaged over each node i 2 Stx � ftxg, is the
ratio of successful receptions from any node j 2 Stx!iexc to the
total receptions.

Node tx sets its NAV for a duration that contains at least
one DATA reception in case, one node is transmitting either
successful or failure and rest of the n� 1 nodes are not, or at
least two successful transmissions occur, corresponding to
probability

Psucc ¼ ðn� 1Þð�s þ �cÞð1� �s � �cÞn�2 þ 1� ð1� �sÞn�1

� ðn� 1Þ�sð1� �sÞn�2:

Note that if there is only one failure among n� 1 nodes, then
node tx receives a successful RTS setting the NAV for as long
as at least one DATA transmission. Pcoll, the probability that
the node sets its NAV for a short duration that contains no
DATA reception, given that the node is carrier sensing with
zero NAV, is given by Pcoll ¼ 1� Pidle � Psucc.

3.6 Probability of Collision: p

An RTS or CTS packet that is not received correctly by
neighbors inside the carrier sensing range may cause
collision of frames other than RTS frames due to hidden
terminals in multihop networks. In this paper, collisions
among RTS, CTS, DATA, or ACK frames with each other
are also considered in the calculation of probability of
collision. Let us denote the � duration prior to RTS
transmission from tx! rx with �0, the first � portion of
RTS transmission with �1, and the time duration after-
wards up to the first � portion of the CTS frame with �2 as
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illustrated in Fig. 4. An RTS/CTS transmission from tx!
rx is successful if and only if all the Events A;B, and C take
place, given that a transmission occurs:

1. Event A. No node i 2 Srxint � ftxg starts a transmis-
sion during �0 and �1. The probability of Event A
corresponds to PA ¼

Q1
k¼0ð1� �Ak

ÞNrxint�1, where
�A0

is the probability that node i 2 Srxint � ftxg starts
a transmission during �0 and �A1

is the probability
that node i 2 Srxint � ftxg starts a transmission
during �1.

2. Event B. No node j 2 Srxexc is transmitting during
�1. The probability of Event B given that Event A
occurs is denoted by PBjA and is calculated by
PBjA ¼ ð1� �BÞNrxexc , where �B is the probability
that node j 2 Srxexc is transmitting during �1,
given that Event A occurs.

3. EventC. No node j 2 Srxexc starts a transmission during

�2. The probability of EventC given that EventsAand

B occur is denoted by PCjðA\BÞ and corresponds to the

probabilityPCjðA\BÞ ¼ ð1� �CÞNrxexc
�2
� , where �C is the

probability that node j 2 Srxexc starts a transmission

during �2, given that Events A and B occur.

The probability of collision is given by

p ¼ 1� fð1� �A0
Þð1� �A1

ÞgNrxint�1 ð1� �BÞð1� �CÞ
�2
�

n oNrxexc

:

ð6Þ

The calculation of �A0
, �A1

, �B, and �C is based on the fixed
length time slot notion and is given by

�i ¼
�itransmit
�iallowed

; for i ¼ fA0; A1; B; Cg; ð7Þ

where �itransmit corresponds to the sum of steady state
probabilities of states where nodes have the opportunity to
transmit and �iallowed corresponds to the sum of steady state
probabilities of allowed states for i ¼ fA0; A1; B; Cg and are
given by (the derivation of these probabilities is given in
Appendix B),

�A0

transmit ¼ �tc
�

Ttc
þKA�rs

�

Tts
;

�A0

allowed ¼ 1� �ts � �tc
Ttc � 2�

Ttc
�KA�rs

Tts � 2�

Tts

�RtxSrxint �rs
Trs � 2�

Trs
þ �rc

Trc � 2�

Trc

� �

�RintSrxint �rs
Trs � 2�

Trs
þ �rc

Trc � 2�

Trc

� �
;

�A1
transmit ¼ �tc

�

Ttc
þKA�rs

�

Tts
;

�A1

allowed ¼ 1� �idle � �ts � �tc
Ttc � �
Ttc

�KA�rs
Tts � �
Tts

�RtxSrxint �rs
Trs � �
Trs

þ �rc
Trc � �
Trc

� �

�RintSrxint �rs
Trs � �
Trs

þ �rc
Trc � �
Trc

� �
;

�Btransmit ¼ �ts
Tts �DIFS

Tts
þ �tc

TRTS
Ttc

þKB�rs
TCTS þ TDATA þ TACK þ 2SIFS

Tts
;

�Ballowed ¼ 1�RintSrxexcð�rs þ �rcÞ

�RtxSrxexc �rs
Trs � �
Trs

þ �rc
Trs � �
Trs

� �

�RrxSrxexc �rs
Trs �DIFS

Trs
� �rc

Trc �EIFS
Trc

� �
;

�Ctransmit ¼ �ts
�

Tts
þ �tc

�

Ttc
þKB�rs

�

Tts
;

�Callowed ¼ 1� �ts
Tts � ��DIFS

Tts
� �tc

TRTS � �
Ttc

�KB�rs
Tts � TRTS � SIFS � ��DIFS

Tts

� ð1�RexcSrxexcÞð�rs þ �rcÞ:

KA represents the fraction of successful receptions that are

destined to node i 2 Srxint � ftxg from a transmitter 2 Stx!iexc

and is calculated by averaging over all i 2 Srxint � ftxg;
whereas KB represents the fraction of successful receptions

that are destined to node j 2 Srxexc from a transmitter 2
Srx!jexc and is calculated by averaging over all j 2 Srxexc. The

reader is referred to [26] for the derivation ofK1,KA, andKB.

4 ENERGY MODEL FOR IEEE 802.11 DCF-BASED

MULTIHOP AD HOC NETWORKS

In this section, we propose an energy model which finds out

the energy consumption for successfully delivering one bit

of DATA to its destination in a IEEE 802.11 based multihop

network considering carrier sensing, collisions, freezing

mechanism in backoff and energy consumption due to

overhearing. The total energy cost of transmitting one

successful bit over a path is called Energy Per Bit (EPB) and

is given by

EPB ¼ Etx þ Erx þ Eoverhear; ð8Þ

where Etx (Erx) is the total energy per bit consumed by all

path nodes for transmitting (receiving), Eoverhear is the total

energy per bit consumed by all path and neighbor nodes

while overhearing, i.e., receiving packets intended for other

nodes. Path nodes are the source and destination nodes plus

any relay nodes in between. Neighboring nodes are the

nodes inside the union of transmission areas of all path

nodes, excluding the path nodes. The path nodes consume

energy while transmitting/receiving and overhearing; and

the neighbor nodes consume energy while overhearing.

EPB is calculated such that energy spent for transmit and

receive is taken into account while energy spent during idle
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Fig. 4. Illustration of calculation of p.



mode is excluded. For the computation of the idle energy
the reader is referred to [26].

We assume that the PHY layer may be in transmit,
receive, or idle mode (neglecting sleep mode) and denote
the power consumed by Pwrtx, Pwrrx, and Pwridle,
respectively. EPB is calculated by considering the energy
consumed by a DATA packet and any related control
packets, collisions, retransmissions, and packet drops due
to that specific DATA packet. For a single successful DATA
packet to be received by the destination, a total of Nsucc

successful transmissions and Ndrop packet drops take place
on the average, over an h-hop path. Nsucc and Ndrop are
obtained by averaging the total number of successful/failed
transmissions over all h-hop paths � consisting of nodes
fx0; x1; . . . ; xhg, where the averaging function over all paths
is denoted by avg� :

Nsucc ¼ avg�
Xh�1

i¼0

ðð1� pMÞi
Yi
j¼1

ð1� Pifqðxh�jÞÞÞ�1

( )
;

Ndrop ¼ Nsucc
pM

ð1� pMÞ :

Let us denote the duration where transmit or receive
energy is spent over a link for one successful transmission
by Tsucc and for a dropped packet by Tdrop:

Tsucc ¼ �nMTRTS þ TCTS þ TDATA þ TACK;
Tdrop ¼MTRTS:

�nM is the average number of dropped packets due to
exceeding M and is calculated as follows:

�nM ¼
XM�1

i¼0

ipið1� pÞ þMpM:

Tbusy denotes the total time duration where transmit or
receive energy is spent over an h-hop path

Tbusy ¼ NsuccTsucc þNdropTdrop:

Etx and Erx are given by

Etx ¼
1

bDATA
ðPwrtx � PwridleÞTbusy;

Erx ¼
1

bDATA
ðPwrrx � PwridleÞTbusy:

A specific transmission flowing through an h-hop path
consumes no additional energy at an overhearing node if
the NAV of the overhearing node is already set. Recalling
that Pidle is a conditional probability conditioned on the
event that the node is carrier sensing with zero NAV, and
noting that the probability that a node is carrier sensing
with zero NAV is 1� � , the unconditional probability that
NAV of a node is not set becomes ð1� �ÞPidle. Since the
number of overhearing nodes is n� 2, excluding the
transmitter and receiver, we obtain

Eoverhear ¼
ðn� 2Þð1� �ÞPidleðPwrrx � PwridleÞTbusy

bDATA
:

Our extensive numerical studies show that the accuracy
of the analytical model in predicting EPB degrades as the

topology and traffic pattern become more irregular due to
the averaging of p. However, the general characteristics of
the EPB curves and the implications regarding relaying are
not affected.

5 NUMERICAL RESULTS

Energy efficiency of relaying strategies are studied for
different topologies deployed in a fixed area: a hexagonally
placed 469-node regular topology with h ¼ f1; 2; 3; 6g and
12 randomly generated topologies 5 with 50, 4 with 100, and
3 with 200 nodes with h ¼ f1; 3g are compared through
analysis and simulations. For the hexagonal topology,
source-destination pairs are chosen so that all possible
linear paths carry traffic, while for the random topologies
all source-destination pairs that have a three-hop path in
between are chosen. The hexagonal topology is homoge-
neous in topology and traffic distribution, whereas the
random topologies have no homogeneity. The simulations
are conducted using Network Simulator 2, version ns-
allinone-2.34 [28]. The parameters used for both the
analytical model and the simulations are listed in Table 2.
The power consumption values of transmit, receive, and
idle modes of the 2:4 GHz IEEE 802.11b Wavelan card are
adapted [29]. Fixed point iterations are carried with a
precision of 10�10.

5.1 Total EPB

We first assume that nodes have perfect sleeping mechan-
isms and hence the energy spent in idle mode is neglected.
The average EPBs computed by the analytical model and
simulations for random topologies of size 50, 100, and
200 nodes are plotted in Fig. 5, as a function of the average
packet generation rate �o. The results show that the energy
model is quite well in predicting the EPB for random
wireless multihop networks. The model predicts the energy
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TABLE 2
Parameters Used for Both the

Analytical Model and Simulation Runs



consumption fairly well for a wide range of traffic loads.

The error observed for random topologies stems from

computation of average values for p and geometry related

variables in order to come up with a computationally

tractable analytical model. As the number of nodes in the

network increases, more energy-efficient three-hop-path

alternatives emerge and EPB difference between h ¼ 1 and

h ¼ 3 increases under moderate traffic. At heavy traffic
load, EPB with multihopping increases sharply due to
heavy collisions and increased number of retransmissions,
and high offered traffic load make the network unstable.

It is observed that EPB increases as the node density is
increased due to increased receive energy consumption by
increased number of overhearing nodes. Furthermore,
multihopping (h ¼ 3) becomes more energy efficient than
direct transmission (h ¼ 1) at moderate traffic loads as the
number of nodes and hence the density increases. This is
due to the fact that denser networks allow more energy-
efficient multihop paths.

Since the numerical solution of the analytical model
requires substantially long computation times, we used an
hexagonal topology with 469 nodes in order to study larger
networks since the symmetric nature of this topology
simplifies calculations. EPB computed by the analytical
model and simulations for the hexagonal topology as a
function of the packet generation rate �o are shown in Fig. 5d.
The error is less compared to random topologies due to the
homogeneity of the hexagonal topology and traffic. It is
observed that multihopping is significantly more energy
efficient than direct transmission under light-to-moderate
traffic for the dense and regular hexagonal topology. More
discernible energy savings with h ¼ 6 is due to the
availability of many multihop paths with equal hop lengths.

Previous studies on minimum-energy routing consider
solely the energy consumption at the amplifier due to
transmissions and it is stated in these studies that multihop
paths are more energy efficient [1], [2]. Based on our results,
this statement is valid only for low-to-moderate traffic loads
and for dense topologies where more energy-efficient
alternative multihop paths exist. Consideration of MAC
contention changes the optimal relaying strategy to direct
transmission at heavy traffic loads, reducing the energy
consumption by 400-500 percent for random topologies and
by 2-orders of magnitude for the hexagonal topology and
the energy saving increases as the traffic gets heavier.

5.2 Effect of Idle Energy and Sleeping Mechanism

EPB with the inclusion of power consumption in the idle
mode is plotted in Fig. 6 for the hexagonal topology, which
corresponds to the energy consumption where the trans-
ceiver never enters the sleep mode. Consideration of idle
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Fig. 5. EPB obtained from anaytical model and simulations without
inclusion of energy consumed in the idle mode for (a) 50-node random,
(b) 100-node random, (c) 200-node random, and (d) 469-node
hexagonal topologies.

Fig. 6. EPB obtained from the analytical model and simulations for the
hexagonal topology with h ¼ f1; 2; 3; 6g with inclusion of energy
consumed in the idle mode.



energy makes any relaying strategy equivalently energy
efficient for light traffic loads. For moderate and heavy
traffic loads, EPB exhibits a similar behavior as the case of
perfect sleep management shown in Fig. 5d.

5.3 Components of EPB

The components of EPB, namely, idle, overhear, transmit,
and receive energies per bit for the hexagonal topology are
shown in Fig. 7 for direct transmission ðh ¼ 1Þ and for
multihopping with h ¼ 6 as the traffic load changes. It is
observed that idle and receive energy during overhearing
are responsible for most of the energy consumed, especially
at light traffic loads. The increase in all components with
multihopping under heavy traffic is due to the increased
packet drops at intermediate hops and hence the increased
time per bit. Energy spent during transmission and
reception at the intended receiver constitute a small portion
of EPB, about 1 percent of EPB for direct transmission and
about 10 percent of EPB for h ¼ 6 under moderate-to-heavy
traffic. It is seen that inclusion of energy expenditure during
idle listening, carrier sensing, collisions, freezing mechan-
ism in backoff and extra energy consumption due to
overhearing significantly affect the energy consumption.

5.4 Effect of Processing Power

The EPB with the inclusion of energy consumption in idle
mode versus processing power at relay nodes is plotted in
Fig. 8 for different relaying strategies using the hexagonal
topology and �o ¼ f0:5; 4; 60g packets/sec. The results show
that the processing power affects the optimal hop number

for energy efficient relaying only under moderate traffic
loads. Under moderate traffic loads, h ¼ 6 is optimum
under low processing power, whereas h ¼ 1 becomes more
energy efficient as processing power increases. Meanwhile,
under light and heavy traffic h ¼ 1 is the most energy
efficient independent of the processing power.

5.5 Effect of Contention Window Size

EPB with idle energy consumption versus minimum conten-
tion window size, W0 ¼ f32; 64; 128g, for h ¼ f1; 2; 3; 6g, and
�o ¼ f0:5; 4; 60g packets/sec for the hexagonal topology are
shown in Fig. 9. EPB is observed to be independent of the
minimum contention window size under light traffic loads.
Under heavy traffic, increasing the contention window
decreases EPB by about up to 50 percent for h ¼ f1; 2; 3g
and by about 8 percent for h ¼ 6. This result reveals that
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Fig. 7. Idle, overhear, transmit, and receive energies per bit for (a) direct
transmission and (b) multihopping with h ¼ 6.

Fig. 8. EPB with idle energy versus processing power for (a) �o ¼ 0:5,
(b) �o ¼ 4, and (c) �o ¼ 60 packets/sec.



controlling the contention window size is a successful cross-
layered energy-efficiency approach, especially under heavy
traffic.

6 CONCLUSIONS

An analytical model for IEEE 802.11 DCF and an energy
model representing the energy consumption per bit in an
IEEE 802.11 DCF based wireless multihop network are
developed for investigating the effect of relaying on energy
efficiency. It is shown that the analytical model is accurate
in predicting the energy efficiency over a wide range of
scenarios. The results show that the energy-efficient routing
strategy depends not only on the processing power as
shown before [4], [5], [6], [7], but also on the traffic load. It is
shown that the dependence on processing power is valid
only for a specific range of traffic loads. Previous studies,
e.g., [1], [2], that consider solely the energy consumption
due to transmissions, state that multihop paths are more
energy efficient. Our results show that this is valid for low-
to-moderate traffic loads with a perfect sleeping regime or
for moderate traffic loads with no sleeping regime and
dense topologies with more energy efficient alternative
multi hop paths.

Transmission power reduction with multi hopping
decreases the number of contending stations in the
transmission range, which results in less collisions, retrans-
missions, backoff, and freezing mechanisms at the MAC
layer, reducing the energy consumption of multihopping
for low-to-moderate traffic loads. However, as the traffic
increases, MAC layer contentions increase and end-to-end
throughput approaches to zero due to heavy packet drops
at intermediate hops, resulting in an increase in the energy
per bit. It is shown through simulations and analytical
model that multihopping becomes more energy efficient up
to some traffic rate and direct transmission becomes more
energy efficient afterwards. Furthermore, the advantage of
multihopping is larger for dense and regular topologies.
The results show that the energy consumed per bit by direct
transmission is more robust in a multihop network, because
excessive packets are dropped at the interface queues before
being transmitted. But in multihop routing, packet drops

occur at the wireless links, substantially increasing the

energy waste especially when the network is congested.
The results indicate that a cross-layered relaying ap-

proach, which takes energy expenditure due to MAC

contentions into account and dynamically changes the

relaying strategy according to the network traffic load,

can substantially save energy in a realistic wireless multi-

hop network where the network traffic load changes in

time. As a future work, an adaptive cross-layered relaying

strategy will be investigated.

APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF NAV SETTING PROBABILITIES

The NAV setting probabilities are functions of the variables

�s, �c, and �NAVallowed, that are given in (5) and that are derived

based on the fixed length slot notion, so that the states of the

SMC are divided into states of residence times of �

transforming to a DTMC. A portion of the obtained DTMC

that is used in calculation of NAV setting probabilities is

shown in Fig. 10.
The states at which a successful transmission is started

are indicated by TS-labeled states in Fig. 10. A successful

transmission is started by a node i 2 Stx � ftxg during the

first � duration of transmit success states, corresponding to

the steady-state probability �ts
�
Tts

, and during the first �

duration of a specific portion of receive success states,

where a CTS reply to a node j 2 Stx!iexc is started,

corresponding to K1�rs
�
Tts

. The multiplicand K1 gives the

fraction of successful receptions from nodes inside Stx!iexc

that are destined to node i only. Hence, the steady-state

probability of the TS-labeled states constitutes the numera-

tor of �s given in (5). The state at which a collision is started

is indicated by the TC-labeled state in Fig. 10, corresponding

to the first � duration of transmit collision states. The

steady-state probability of the TC-labeled state, �tc
�
Ttc

, gives

the numerator of �c.
The A-labeled states shown in Fig. 10 together with the

TS-labeled and TC-labeled states are the states that node

i 2 Stx � ftxg is allowed to be at while carrier sensing with

zero NAV. The sum of the steady state probabilities of these

states corresponds to �NAVallowed. Note that nodes are not

allowed to transmit anything, and receive a successful

transmission or a collision from any node j 2 Stx � ftxg,
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Fig. 9. EPB with idle energy consumption versus minimum contention
window W0, for h ¼ f1; 2; 3; 6g and �o ¼ f0:5; 4; 60g packets/sec.

Fig. 10. Illustration of calculation of NAV setting probabilities based on
fixed-slot notion.



excluding the first � duration of receive success and receive
collision states.

APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF p

The probability of collision given that a transmission
occurs from tx! rx, is a function of �A0

, �A1
, �B, and �C ,

as given in (6). These variables are also derived based on
the fixed length slot notion, so that the states of the SMC
are divided into states of residence times of � transforming
to a DTMC. A portion of the obtained DTMC that is used
to illustrate the calculation of �A0

, �A1
, �B, and �C is shown

in Fig. 11. T -labeled states form the numerator �itransmit,
whereas T -labeled and A-labeled states together form the
denominator of �i, for i ¼ A0; A1; B; C. The T -labeled states
correspond to the states where the concerned nodes have
the opportunity to transmit, whereas the A-labeled states
correspond to the states where the concerned nodes are
allowed to be in during the concerned time interval.
�A0

is the probability that node i 2 Srxint � ftxg starts a
transmission during �0. The numerator of �A0

, �A0
transmit

corresponds to the sum of steady state probabilities of states
where node i 2 Srxint during �0 has the opportunity to
transmit. These are the states where the first � portion of a
collided RTS is sent and the first � portion of a CTS
response to a transmitter k 2 Stx!iexc is sent. �A0

transmit is
calculated by summing up the steady state probabilities of
the T -labeled states shown in Fig. 11a. The A-labeled states
plus the T -labeled states give us the allowed states, the sum
of steady state probabilities of which corresponds to �A0

allowed.
There are certain states that node i cannot be in during �0

since p is conditioned on occurrence of a transmission from
tx! rx. For example, node i cannot be in transmit success
states, since any transmission of node i during �0, given
that a transmission from tx! rx starts during �1, would be
a collision. Also, node i cannot be in transmit collision state,
excluding the first and last � duration of a collision, since
node i being in these states would suppress the tx! rx
transmission. Likewise, node i cannot receive from nodes
inside StxSrxint and SintSrxint, excluding the first and last �
duration of receive success and receive collision states, for
the same reasoning.
�A1

is the probability that node i 2 Srxint � ftxg starts a
transmission during �1. The A-labeled and T -labeled
states used in calculation of �A1

transmit and �A1

allowed are
shown in Fig. 11b. Some allowed states during �0 shown
in Fig. 11a are not allowed during �1. For example, node
i 2 Srxint is not allowed to be in idle states, since it
receives the transmission from tx! rx during �1. Also,
node i cannot be in the last � duration of transmit
collision or receive states since node i being in these
states would suppress the tx! rx transmission.
�B is the probability that node j 2 Srxexc is transmitting

(i.e., making a successful transmission or collision, or
making a successful reception destined to itself) during
�1, given Event A, i.e., nodes 2 Srxint � ftxg do not start a
transmission. The T -labeled states and the A-labeled states
for nodes in Srxexc during �1 are shown in Fig. 11c. Node
j 2 Srxexc is allowed to be transmitting a successful
transmission, a collision to any node or a CTS response to

some node k 2 SrxSrxexc
S
SexcSrxexc, since node j 2 Srxexc is

not exposed to tx carrier. Node j is not allowed to be in
receive states from nodes inside StxSrxexc, except the first �
portion, since a transmission is perceived after � duration
by the PHY layer. Node j is not allowed to receive from
SintSrxexc due to conditioning of occurrence of Event A.
Node j cannot receive from nodes inside SrxSrxexc during
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Fig. 11. Illustration of transmit (T -labeled) and allowed (A-labeled)
states for (a) node i 2 Srxint � ftxg during �0 for calculation of �A0 ,
(b) node i 2 Srxint � ftxg during �1 for calculation of �A1 , (c) node j 2
Srxexc during �1 for calculation of �B, and (d) node j 2 Srxexc during �2

for calculation of �C .



the busy periods of received transmissions, i.e., Trs �DIFS
and Trc � EIFS, since this implies that some node inside
Srxexc is transmitting where this probability is already
captured by taking the power Nrxexc of 1� �B.
�C is the probability that node j 2 Srxexc starts a transmis-

sion, given that Events A and B occur. The T -labeled states

and the A-labeled states for nodes in Srxexc during �2 are

shown in Fig. 11d. Node j 2 Srxexc cannot be transmitting a

successful transmission, a collision or a CTS response to

some node k 2 SexcSrxexc, except the first � portion, due to

condition on occurrence of Event B. Node j cannot receive

from nodes inside StxSrxexc during �2 since these nodes are

silenced already by the transmission from tx! rx. Node j

cannot receive from nodes inside SintSrxexc due to condition

on the Event A. Node j cannot receive from nodes inside

SrxSrxexc due to condition on the Event B.
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